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Abstract
The present thesis concerns aspects of the interaction of matter in gas, liquid and solid
phases, with electromagnetic radiation, ranging from the optical to the X-ray region. Over
the last decade the availability of ultrashort strong laser pulses as well as of high power synchrotron sources of tunable X-ray radiation has stimulated a rapid development of new experimental techniques which makes it possible to analyse different physical, chemical and biological processes in unprecedented detail. All of this urges a concomitant development of adequate
theoretical language and methods combined with simulation techniques.
The first part of the thesis addresses nonlinear propagation of strong optical pulses. This
study is motivated by the breakthrough in synthesis of novel organic materials possessing
prespecified nonlinear optical properties and which has led to a multitude of potential applications such as, for example, 3D imaging and data storage, optical limiting and photodynamic
cancer therapy. In order to clarify the underlying physics, a strict solution has been derived
of the density matrix equations of a material aiming at an explicit treatment of its nonlinear
polarization without addressing a conventional Taylor expansion over field amplitudes. Such
a formalism is developed for many-level molecules, allowing to solve the coupled Maxwell’s
and density matrix equations for the propagation of a few interacting laser pulses through
a nonlinear molecular medium. The theory presented is capable to account for multi-photon
processes of an arbitrary order and for different saturation effects. The theory is applied to simulations of two- and three-photon absorption as well as to upconverted stimulated emission of
organic molecules in solvents.
The second part of the thesis is devoted to resonant X-ray Raman scattering from free
molecules, solutions and polymer films. The temporal analysis of the spectral profiles is performed using the technique of scattering duration which allows to select physical processes
with different time scales. The slowing-down/speeding-up of the scattering by frequency detuning provides insight in the formation of the different parts of the scattering profile like
atomic and molecular bands, resonant and vertical scattering channels, anomalous enhancement
of the Stokes doubling effect. The lifetime vibrational interference (LVI), playing a crucial role
in resonant scattering, is found to strongly influence the dispersion of the Auger resonances
of polymers in agreement with experiment. An almost complete quenching of the scattering
cross section by LVI is observed for the N molecule. It is found that the interference elimination of the scattering amplitude gives valuable information on molecular geometry. The
electron Doppler effect is minutely studied making use of a wave packet technique. The simulations show an ”interference burning” of a narrow hole on the top of the Doppler broadened
profile of the Auger spectra of molecular oxygen. For the SF molecule the Auger Doppler
effect is found to be sensitive to the detuning due to the scattering anisotropy.
In all of these studies the temporal language was found constructive and enormously helpful for understanding the underlying physical processes. Most theoretical predictions made
have been verified by experiments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
”There is something fascinating about science.
One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture
out of such a trifling investment of fact.”
Mark Twain

1.1 Putting light on: An overview
Light is dual: it can be considered to be either a wave or a particle. However, opposite to the quotation given above, this conjecture originates from many thousands of
observations humans since long have been collecting. Let us now trace some of these
world-shaking discoveries which irreversibly changed our vision of light.
The torch was probably the first artificial source of light that human beings used.
In late times many theories and inventions have appeared and been discredited but
up to the year of 1775, when Alessandro Volta invented his electric battery, the oxidation process or burning was the only method of putting light on. By studying light,
scientists and inventors were led to the discovery of electromagnetic waves. Sir Isaac
Newton learned that visible light waves could be separated into different colours
which he called bands. Collectively these bands were called a spectrum. Although it
would seem that the human eye gives us a pretty accurate view of the world we are
literally blind to much of what surrounds us. A whole universe of color exists, only a
thin band of which our eyes are able to detect.
In 1832 Michael Faraday proposed that the spectrum contained another band of
invisible waves, which he called the ”lines of force”, produced by the combination
1
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of electricity and magnetism. These waves were mathematically proven to exist by
James Clerk Maxwell in 1864. Although they could be mathematically proven, scientists needed to find a way to produce these invisible waves. In 1887, Heinrich
Hertz was the first to generate electromagnetic waves through a series of experiments. These waves were called Hertzian waves, but were later changed to wireless waves and today they are known as radio waves. Radio, television and cellular
phones all operate by transmitting or receiving electromagnetic waves. Visible light
is the same thing - it is just a higher frequency form of electromagnetic waves. At
even higher frequencies, beyond the visible spectrum, one finds ultraviolet light, Xrays and gamma-rays. All are electromagnetic waves which are really just different
frequencies of light (Fig.1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Electromagnetic spectrum

1.2 Optics and spectroscopy: Getting nonlinear
Thus, invention and development of different sources of light operating on different
frequencies gave rise to different branches of spectroscopy which basically deals with
spectra of resonant absorption, emission and scattering of electromagnetic radiation
and displays relations with atomic and/or molecular structure. On the other hand,
optics - the subject of which in general is light and its interaction with matter - often encounters a reverse task, namely: how to manipulate light by choosing proper
media that light passes through. Before lasers optics was essentially linear. All the
effects observed could be explained in the framework of Maxwell’s linear equations.
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Spectroscopy was linear too and its ideas were based on a solution of the Schrödinger
equation in the first order of perturbation theory. For example, the probability for a
molecule to absorb a light photon, with a frequency close to a resonant frequency of
that molecule, depends linearly on the light intensity. In contrast to the case of onephoton absorption the probability to absorb two photons simultaneously depends
quadratically on the light intensity (Fig.1.2). This process with coherent absorption of
two light quanta (TPA) was predicted by Göppert-Mayer as early as in 1931 1 , long
before the first experimental observations in the 60’ies. The evident reason for this lag
in time between prediction and verification can be found in the request for a strong
electromagnetic field to obtain an observable effect, something that only could be accomplished by the advent of lasers. With the explosive development of laser pulse
techniques, TPA has attracted tremendous interest in the field of spectroscopy 2 3 4 5 .
However, the various applications would not reach their potential if new organic materials possessing enhanced multi-photon absorption (MPA) cross sections weren’t
synthesized 6 .
Excited state

ω
E = 2ω
ω

Initial state

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the two-photon absorption process.
The new possibilities to synthesize charge-transfer organic materials possessing
large MPA cross sections has brought about potential applications like optical power
limiting 7 8 (design of ultra-fast self-activating optical limiting devices), 3D optical
data storage 9 10 (fast reading and writing, with random access in 3 dimensions), fluorescence imaging 11 (two-photon laser scanning confocal microscopy), micro-lithography 12 , frequency upconverted lasing 13 (low cost blue lasers for data storage and
optical communication) and photodynamic therapy 14 (photo-excitation with visible
light of photosensitizer concentrated in malignant cells which results in the release

4
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of singlet oxygen acting destructively on these cells. Here the problem of poor penetrability of the living tissue in the visible range can be overcome by MPA of light at
longer wavelengths.) All these applications require molecules with large MPA cross
sections. Organic molecules are very good candidates in the search for high MPA
cross sections, because their large flexibility in combination with possibilities of modern synthetic chemistry, makes it possible to optimize the property of interest. For
example, different donor and acceptor substituted -conjugated systems have been
found to be strong two-photon absorbers because of high mobility of charge along
the molecular axis and, hence, because of large values of the dipole moment. It is
well established now that along with the MPA process there are many other nonlinear processes that strongly contribute to the total nonlinear absorption cross section
and that depend on the duration of laser excitation. Nevertheless, the study of the
dynamics in such sophisticated systems is far from being complete because the focus
of these studies have mostly been confined to the coherent MPA cross section. This
thesis presents results of theoretical analysis of MPA and mirrorless laser generation
dynamics for molecules and solutions. The analysis has been carried out in close
connection to recent experiments.

1.3 X-ray spectroscopy: History and modern trends
X-rays were discovered as early as in 1895 by W.K. Röntgen but it was not until the
observation of diffraction of these rays one could understand their nature. In 1913
K. von Laue and W.H. and W.L. Bragg proved them to be electromagnetic waves in
investigations of crystalline materials. This means that X-ray spectra are of the same
character as optical spectra except that the wave lengths are much shorter: X-rays
have wave lengths from hundred Angstroms to tenths of an Angstrom.
X-ray spectroscopy was adapted for application at a time when the first steps towards understanding of atomic structure were done thanks to E. Rutherford’s experiments and his model of the atom (1909 - 1911) and the quantum theory of M. Plank.
These steps were merged together in 1913 by N. Bohr who was the first to give a
quantitative theory for the simplest of all optical spectra, that of hydrogen atom.
At the early stages X-ray tubes produced radiation with rather low brightness and
were only suitable for experiments concerning elastic or Bragg scattering, which nevertheless was one of the most useful tools for exploring the microscopic properties
of solids. Detailed studies of X-ray absorption and emission spectra were later performed by H. Moseley and high-precision techniques were invented and developed
by M. Siegbahn. In 1957 K. Siegbahn and co-workers created a new type of spectroscopy called X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) which made it possible to
determine the binding energies of electrons in different molecular shells. As already
mentioned, all of these techniques were utilizing X-ray tubes or high-energy electron
impact for producing X-ray radiation.
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In contrast to Bragg scattering, radiative and non-radiative resonant inelastic Xray scattering requires extremely bright, well-collimated sources - something which
became available with the invention of accelerator technology. Along with modern
spectral devices, the third-generation tunable narrow-band synchrotron sources 15
nowadays allow for measurements of very fine features of the spectra, making it
possible to observe subtle effects. For instance, by using soft X-ray emission spectroscopy, one can learn about the electronic states of very complicated materials, such
as biomaterials. At the same time, more precise and sophisticated theories of X-ray
spectroscopy are developing. In particular, many-body effects have become the topic
of interest in solid state physics due to shortcomings of conventional mean field (oneparticle) picture.
Thus, all the effects which modify spectral line-shapes must be analysed in order to decipher experimental data and in order to make fruitful deliberations of further experiments. Some of them are among the subjects of interest in this thesis - to
mention the concept of scattering duration, lifetime vibrational interference, electron
Doppler effect and Doppler interference, Stokes doubling effect, collisional dephasing in solutions.

6
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Chapter 2

Nonlinear optics
Nonlinear optics (NLO) has been a rapidly growing field in recent decades. Various optical effects and phenomena arising from the interactions of intense coherent
optical radiation with matter have been the subjects of NLO . Apparently, nonlinear
optical effects are not observable in everyday life. The low intensity of light that we
usually experience implies that the optical properties of most materials are independent of the intensity of illumination. Although most of those effects were theoretically
predicted and observed already in the early 1960s after the invention of the laser, the
current technological progress poses new problems to be solved and requires novel
nonlinear materials to be designed.

2.1 Nonlinear polarization
How does light interact with matter when propagating through it and what would be
a quantitative measure of this interaction? The answer depends on which of the two
approaches we want to use to describe light - classical or quantum. In the latter case
one exploits a corpuscular theory of light where a photon appears to be a quantum of
electromagnetic energy with momentum that is much smaller than the momentum of
matter electrons. The electromagnetic field is then quantized and the theory becomes
rather complicated. However, most often we deal with high intensities which means
that the number of photons interacting with matter is quite huge. In this case light
can be treated as a classical wave with certain frequency and wave-vector though the
electrons must still be considered quantum mechanically. This is the semi-classical
approach where a macroscopic polarization
is used to describe the response of
the material on the applied field.
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2.1.1 Expansion of polarization over powers of electric field strength
When light propagates through matter it induces some displacement of the charge
distribution inside the molecules. Such an influence can be rather easily understood
with use of the forced harmonic oscillator model in which atoms, constituting the
material, are seen as charge distributions pushed away from their equilibrium state
when exposed to the electric field. The contribution from the magnetic field part of
the light is much weaker and is usually neglected giving rise to the so-called electricdipole approximation. These induced microscopic displacements of charge distributions or induced electric dipoles, which in the linear approximation oscillate with the
frequency of an applied electric field, add up to the macroscopic polarization. The latter is proportional to the field applied:
, where the tensor
is
the first order susceptibility - an intrinsic characteristic of the given material. The linear coupling model holds while the amplitude of the electric field is small compared
to the intra-atomic field (10 V/cm for the hydrogen atom). For larger amplitudes
the linear motion of the displaced charges will be distorted and nonlinear terms will
be important. Provided that these new terms are still small compared to the linear
term one can write down a general expansion for the polarization in a power series
16
in
:
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The conventional formula for :r<>=3 follows directly from Eq.(2.2) when the fields
i <us-dv</ i w=sxdy=3h E B . It is necessary to note that
are monochromatic: h;</s=st

the expansion (2.2) can break down for very high intensities when various saturation
effects come into play. This point will be in focus later in the thesis.
Let us now say a few words about some important properties of the induced polarization. As was mentioned before, the induced electric dipoles oscillate with the
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frequency of the perturbing field. As far as any oscillating dipole emits radiation,
with the frequency of oscillation, the optical field that induced the polarization will,
in turn, be modified. Moreover, the polarization will contain terms that oscillate at
double, triple and so on frequencies and will even contain a non-oscillating, direct
current, component in addition to the linear component oscillating at the input frequency. Hence, the nonlinearities can be used to generate light with new frequencies.
To give an example, the term quadratic in the electric field in the expansion (2.2)
provides many important effects such as linear electro-optical effect (Pockels effect),
second-harmonic generation, sum- and difference-frequency generation (if two fields
with different frequencies are applied), optical rectification and many other effects.
In general, the quadratic term implies the mixing of three different fields (two input
and one output).
In a material with a center of symmetry (isotropic media such as glasses, liquids
and gases) the even order terms in the expansion of the polarization are absent for
symmetry reasons. The lowest order nonlinearity is then the cubic one. This term is
responsible for all four-wave mixing processes such as third-harmonic generation and
the quadratic electrooptic effect, and for intensity dependent refractive index effects
such as self-focusing. One of the most important manifestations of the cubic nonlinearity, from both spectroscopic al and technological points of view, is two-photon
absorption.
Higher-order nonlinearities are not so widely studied as the second- and thirdorder terms. The effects are usually very small, but if the process is resonantly enhanced they can easily be detected. It should be mentioned here that the susceptibility is in general complex and frequency dependent. This is because of the finite
response time of the medium.

2.1.2 Explicit treatment of polarization
The nonlinear susceptibilities of the expansion eq.(2.2) can be evaluated making use
of the density matrix formalism. Let us remember that the nonlinear polarization of
a nonpolar medium is equal to the induced dipole moment of a unit volume, which
can be easily represented by standard methodology of quantum mechanics as an expectation value of the dipole moment:

}

z{ |~} 4  ,p) { ')`
8

(2.3)

')

where is the concentration of the absorbing molecules. The wave function,
,
of a molecule in an external field is a superposition of unperturbed molecular eigenstates,
:
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Equation (2.3) can be rewritten as
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(2.5)

N  
The density matrix,   N x~}   N  , obeys the following equation in the inter 



action representation:
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(2.6)
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where  is the interaction of the electric field with the molecule. The relaxation ma
trix, , contains the rates of various radiative and nonradiative transitions. The physical meaning of the density matrix elements arises from its definition: The diagonal
elements are related to level populations and the off-diagonal elements are related to
the polarization of the medium. The main reason to use the density matrix formalism for the description of light-matter interaction is that such a description allows
to take into account the relaxation processes in an easy and correct way. Finally, the
polarization of an ensemble of the many-level atoms/molecules reads
.

 £z { |

2.1.3 Collisional mechanism of dephasing
Let us imagine that because of some perturbation a molecule is excited from its ground
state to an upper level. After a while this molecule will decay to the ground state.
The released energy can be converted to a photon. A recorded emission spectrum
will show that the emission line is broadened. Apparently, a longer lifetime would
give a narrower line according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,
.
The Weisskopf-Wigner theory states that for isolated molecules the spectral line
broadening for transitions between electronic states and with finite decay rates
and
is equal to half the sum of these decay rates 17 . This approach, neglecting
collisional or impact broadening, is justified in the optical region only for rarefied
gases, contrary to the X-ray region. The impact broadening in the X-ray region is
small compared with the natural lifetime broadening even for high pressures. The
situation changes drastically for molecules in solutions where the concentration of
buffer (solvent) particles is much higher than in the gas phase and where the collisional mechanism dominates. The impact broadening is very important in this case
even in the soft X-ray region.
Three main approximations are needed to estimate collisional line-broadening:
first, collisions are instantaneous; second, collisions are elastic, i.e. they do not induce transitions between molecular states; third, the scattering trajectory is rectilinear.
The resonant frequency changes during collisions,
(Fig.2.1, a and b). One can say also that collisions appear to change the phase of a
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of collisional broadening.

molecular oscillator. The instantaneous change of resonant frequency (Fig.2.1, c) results in a broadening and a shift of spectral lines (Fig.2.1, d) for optical transitions
between electronic states. The broadening caused by elastic collisions can be small
under certain conditions for spectral transitions between fine levels in the same electronic state (infrared and microwave spectroscopy). The collisional broadening can
be expressed by the simple formula

±

´ Ja\

J]\ }y³)² ´ J]\ 

(2.7)

}

where
is the cross section of dephasing collisions, is the concentration of buffer
particles and is the thermal velocity. The total spectral line broadening now reads:

³²

±


 Ja\  J . µ \ . ]J \
U

(2.8)

One of the most striking examples, where the impact broadening is of extreme
importance, is two-photon absorption (TPA) of big organic molecules in solutions.
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Here the ratio of the decay rate of the first excited electronic state and the dephasing
rate becomes the main medium property defining the dynamics of the TPA process.

2.1.4 Role of dephasing, pulse duration and saturation on two-photon absorption

α

α

i

i

ω

Internal
conversion (~ps)

ω

S1

ω
0

ω
0

A

S2

Absorption
(~fs)

Fluorescence
(~ns)

S0

B

Figure 2.2: Left panel: Processes contributing to the TPA cross section; Right panel:
The singlet part of the Jablonski diagram for chromophores.
Actually, two qualitatively different two-photon processes are responsible for the
TPA, namely the one-step resonant TPA (Fig.2.2, left panel, A) from the ground to
the first excited state, and the two-step off-resonant TPA going via one-photon offresonant population of the first excited state (Fig.2.2, left panel, B). In fact, the term
TPA for the latter two-step process reflects a quadratic dependence of probability to
populate the second excited state, , on intensity. The role and competition of these
two processes are related to the dephasing broadening, excited states lifetimes 18 and
pulse duration, which are essential to elucidate experimental data 7 8 .
The cross section of the two-step off-resonant TPA in condensed systems can exceed the one-step TPA for long-pulse measurements by a few orders of magnitude
(Fig.2.3). The physical reason of this is the large dephasing broadening of resonances
in solutions, about 0.01 - 0.1 eV, compared to the inverse lifetime of the first excited
state, about 1 eV. The fast dephasing in solutions suppresses strongly the one-step
resonant TPA and unfold the two-step TPA. The long lifetime of the first excited state
makes the TPA very sensitive to the pulse duration. Indeed, the two-step TPA is

·

¶
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strongly suppressed for short pulses due to negligible population of the the first excited state in this case (Fig.2.3). This results in a suppression of the TPA cross section
for short pulses.
Moreover, available experimental data show clearly that the long-pulse measurements are often performed in the regime of strong saturation. The relatively small
values of the saturation intensity (few megawatts per square centimeter) can be explained by the small ratio of the decay rate of the first excited electronic state and
the dephasing rate. On the other hand, the short-pulse measurement data do not
demonstrate a saturation behaviour because of the small ratio of the pulse duration
and the lifetime of the first excited electronic state. Those data can be affected only
by the three-photon absorption process (coherent two-photon 0
i + one-photon
off-resonant i
). Theoretical simulations show exactly this behaviour of the TPA
cross sections calculated for the PRL-101 compound measured in Ref. 8 which possess the outlined properties under short- and long-pulse excitations (Fig.2.3). The
ratio of the cross sections, simulated for the long- and short-pulse regimes, decreases
with increasing intensity of the long pulse which indicates saturation of the two-step
off-resonant contribution [see Papers I and II for details].
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Figure 2.3: The dependence of the total TPA cross section,
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, for the PRL-101 compound.
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2.2 Maxwell’s equations
The polarization expansion over a power series in the electric field, introduced in Section 2.1, is the constitutive relation that describes how matter responds to the applied
optical field. The interaction works both ways and the polarized medium will modify
existing fields and create new ones. This is governed by Maxwell’s equations. As discussed above it is justified to use the classical representation of the electromagnetic
field and to describe the interaction of interest with two couples of Maxwell’s equations. For homogeneous nonconductive and nonmagnetic (permeability, , is equal
to that of free space, ) media Maxwell’s equations (SI system of units) read 19 :

·

·¿
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(2.9)
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Here D(r,t) is the displacement vector, Æ is free charge density, p is the free space
permittivity:
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It follows, after all necessary transformations, that the field E(r,t) satisfies the wave
equation:

À YÉÈ À Y %n)cÊ. P   '% ) Çd P   )
  
   U

(2.12)

Provided that there are no free charges in the medium under consideration Eq.(2.12)
can be rewritten as follows:

P À À
P  '% )
P  
d;¤n%')Vd  
Ë¢ )/.      Çd        U



(2.13)

A running wave representation of the electric field and polarization enables to make
the following factorization:

P
%nx µ ;h @? d
P
) µ :0)@? d
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È
 x= XdÌ<Í¢`g.0ÎXcÊ .S U  U 
È
 =xTdÉ<Z¢Wg.0ÎX)cÊ .0 U  U 

(2.14)
(2.15)

where
,
and
are slowly varying functions of position-vector and
time. This Slowly-Varying Envelope Approximation (SVEA) is justified when the
electric field and the polarization amplitudes as well as the phase
do not
change appreciably in an optical frequency period. SVEA breaks down in the case
of ultrashort (
fs) pulses when the inversed pulse duration becomes comparable

¼ ¦ P
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with the carrier frequency. Another assumption, which is commonly used in nonlinear optics of gas and liquid phases, is that the susceptibility itself is a slowly varying
function of in the wavelength scale. In this case one can neglect the second term at
the left-hand side of the equation (2.13). This is, however, not true in the general case
and one of the examples where this assumption does not hold is photonic crystals 20 21
artificially created periodic structures with variable dielectric constant
. The
spatial scale of modulation of the dielectric constant for these crystals is comparable
with the wavelengths of incoming light (at least in the optical region).
An extraction of the fast variables in equation (2.13) results in the following paraxand
:
ial wave equation, connecting the slow amplitudes





¤Ò

h!)
P
Ñ
Ï
 .    d µp Ñ ¤ÓÒ-Ô¿h0   : U
> Ð


:r)

(2.16)

The cross Laplacian,
, is important for narrow light beams, for the systems with
the self-focusing etc. We would like to stress here that most of the currently cherished
approaches, applied for solving Eq. (2.16), are based on the power series expansion
(2.2) of the polarization over the laser field intensity and on an account of only the
coherent contributions to the corresponding polarizabilities. However, this approximation breaks down even for fairly short laser pulses, which is the case in many types
of experiments carried out, when various saturation limits come into play. Moreover,
large homogeneous broadenings in solutions, which appear to be typical experimental media, changes the correlation between coherent and incoherent processes quite
drastically 22 [see Papers I and II].
The key point of our approach is that we explicitly account for the coupling of
multi-photon processes in a strong field. The formalism is based on a Fourier expansion of the density matrix, and therefore the developed code allows us to deal with
photon-matter interaction events of any order, depending on the resonant conditions
introduced. To be able to model processes like mirrorless laser generation (upconverted stimulated emission induced by multi-photon absorption), we included in our
theory the interaction of a strong generated field with a nonlinear medium. Our theory is based on a strict solution to the density matrix equations of a many-level system
without using an expansion of the density matrix over powers of the light intensity
and without using the rotatory wave approximation. In this way the saturation effects
as well as the coherent and incoherent processes are accounted for explicitly.

2.3 Two-mode field: strict solution
In this section we outline a way to solve strictly the problem of propagation of two
strong light beams through a nonlinear medium [see Paper III for details]. As we already mentioned one can not use the resonant approximation (rotatory wave approximation) due to strong off-resonant contributions. That is the reason that we have to
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take into account both resonant and off-resonant contributions to the cross section.
We solve this problem strictly making use of an expansion of the density matrix into
Fourier series over the harmonics of the light beams.

2.3.1 Wave equations

hÕ`ÖØ×ud  =xÅ.  Ñ Ð 
Ñ
h3ÙÕWÖØ×/@d  =XÙ-.  Ù Ð d  -
< ÚpÚÓ</Ù
É
=g</
w=VÙ><uÙ
%Û h µ3? 7>A B)D 5 #A ÜÝ . Þh S
µ Ù ? 7>A BßD 5 AÜ ß Ý7FA#à .0 U  U

Copropagation of the strong pump,
, and strong probe,
, fields through a nonlinear many-level medium is being
explored in the thesis (
). These fields have the frequencies and wave vectors
and
, respectively. The total electromagnetic field
(2.17)

á
á
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{
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k
According to (2.17) we selected polarizations
oscillate at the freá respectively.
á : and
á :mÙ which
á
quencies of pump and probe
fields,
To
know
the
polarization
we need
á
á
{
{
the transition dipole moments, k g
 k Õ`ÖØ×/  = k  , and the density matrix,  k ,
of the medium. Here, = k ¡£¥ k dâ¥ ã , is the frequency of the transition ¶É¸ä .
We make the reasonable assumption that the phase shift between pump and probe
Ñ
Ñ
waves varies much more slowly than =VÙ and Ù : =XÙKåçæleè æ>éæ xã Wæ , åçæ xã


 FÐ æ .
Substituting % (2.17) and (2.18) into the Maxwell equations and selecting contributions with the frequencies = and =-Ù result in the paraxial wave equation (2.16) for the
amplitudes of the pump field. To obtain an equation for the amplitude of the probe
field one has to do the following replacements: <y¸ê</Ù , hë¸ìhÙ and :¹¸ê:KÙ in
consists of pump and probe contributions. The polarization has the same structure:

Eq.(2.16).

2.3.2 Density matrix equations
The kinetic equations for populations,
density matrix read:

 kk

, and off-diagonal elements,

k

á
, of the

á á
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á
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i
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(2.19)
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Here we neglect the space derivatives at the left hand-side of the kinetic equations
Ñ x¸ P ). The Doppler broadenwhich are responsible
for the Doppler effect (Õ`ÖØ×/cï
á
á

Ð
ing in the studied condensed absorber is indeed negligible compared to the dephas

k of decay transitions
ing rate, k . Due to the nonradiative conversion the rate
Ï
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is large in organic molecules and so almost completely coincides with the total
decay rate
. The decay rate of the th level is the sum of the partial decay rates of
this state to all lower levels
(2.20)
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It is appropriate to rewrite the field-system interaction via the Rabi frequencies (ñ k
Ù
and ñ k ) of pump and lasing fields
á
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We seek the solution of the density matrix equations making use of the Fourier
transform:
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The substitution of the Fourier expansion (2.22) in the density matrix equation (2.19)
results in the following equations
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(2.23)

This representation is a key to solve the problem of propagation of strong pump
and probe fields through a nonlinear many-level medium. The nonlinear polarizations can be expressed in terms of the density matrix elements as:
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(2.24)
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The physical meaning of the off-diagonal elements is the following. When = k
N 7  $ describes
ú absorption (Q ¾ ) [emission, Qùû ¾ ] of Q pump photons¾
then k
ö
and emission
(÷
¾ ) [absorption, ÷ û ¾ ] of ÷ probe photons. The above theory

can be generalized to multi-mode beam propagation, accounting for phase-matching
conditions [see Paper IV for details].
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2.4 Applications: Upconverted lasing
The theory presented has been applied for the studies of upconverted stimulated
emission, developed out of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) based on threephoton absorption of an organic stilbenechromophore dissolved in a solvent 13 [see
Paper III for details].
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Figure 2.4: Left panel: Transition scheme. Right panel: Temporal profiles of the pump
and ASE pulses, the population inversion and the gain (inset).
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The scheme of transitions is shown on Fig.2.4. Vibrational structure of levels S
and S is modeled by two pairs of vibrational levels, (4,3) and
, respectively,
making use of the one-mode approximation. Vibrational levels and are the lowest
vibrational states for electronic states S and S , respectively (Fig.2.4). Vibrational
state models the group of vibrational states nearby the vertical photoabsorption
transition S
S .
The pump laser populates level 4 by three-photon absorption. It is necessary
to note a competitive channel of population of this level, namely one-photon offresonant photoabsorption. Level 4 decays nonradiatively to level 3 giving rise to
population inversion between levels 3 and 2. The lasing transition appears between
vibrational level and vibrational level , which corresponds to the vertical decay S
S (Fig.2.4).
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Apparently, creation of population inversion at the expense of the outlined channel 1 4 3 takes a while. That is the reason that the ASE pulse in general is delayed
relative to the pump pulse. The temporal profiles of the ASE and pump pulses as well
as of the inversion and the gain are shown in Fig.2.4, right panel, for low and high
pump intensities. One can observe a strong dependence of the ASE profile on pump
intensity.
It is relevant to select some important observations related to the studied system.
First of all, the value of the dephasing rate is proven to be of importance as a kind of
shutter which can separate different absorption channels. The current experimental
data indicate that
0.01 - 0.1 eV. In this range one-photon off-resonant absorption
competes with the three-photon pumping. The simulations show that the conversion
coefficient assumes a maximum,
, for a cell being 2 mm long which is considerably smaller than used in the experiment 13 (1 cm, see Fig.2.5). We would like to point
out that our theory as well as numerical simulations do not allow to relate directly the
delay between the ASE and pump pulses to the lifetime of the pumped level since the
lasing starts considerably earlier than this level is depleted (see the plane view of the
pump and ASE pulse on the front page).
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Chapter 3

Resonant X-ray scattering
Resonant X-ray Raman spectroscopy appears to be a powerful instrument for investigations of the electronic structure of matter, of scattering dynamics and of chargetransfer dynamics 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 . The high frequency photons are able to
excite electrons from tightly bound core orbitals, giving element selectivity and knowledge on local electronic and geometrical structure of molecules which is not accessible
with the use of visible and ultraviolet photon sources 35 . The modern formulation of
X-ray processes as due to one-step coherent pathways from the absorption of an Xray photon to the decay of core-excited states by emission of final X-ray photons or
Auger electrons is based on the Kramers-Heisenberg (KH) formula for the scattering
amplitude 23 36 37 38 . The two-step model neglects the interference between different
scattering channels, assuming that the resonant X-ray scattering (RXS) cross section
can be represented as the product of absorption and emission probabilities. X-ray
fluorescence spectra strongly depend on the frequency and the spectral shape of the
incident radiation, which means that the absorption and decay processes correlate
and that the parameters of the core-excited electronic state become very important
for quantitative analysis of the spectra. Although radiative and nonradiative RXS
processes can be described with the aid of similar equations and have similar spectral features, they differ qualitatively due to the different interactions resulting in the
emission of X-ray photons or Auger electrons, namely, electromagnetic interaction
and Coulomb inter-electron interaction, respectively. The second type of interaction
is much stronger for light elements. Nonradiative RXS is also called resonant photoemission (RPE) or resonant Auger scattering.
21
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3.1 Resonant Auger scattering
Resonant Auger scattering is a process when a molecule becomes core excited by
absorbing an X-ray photon with the frequency and the polarization vector , and
then, by Coulomb interaction, decays to a final states expelling an Auger electron
with the energy . The spectral features of the process can be described with the
double differential cross section (atomic units):
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where is the spectral distribution of incident synchrotron radiation with the width
. Here  is the resonant part of the scattering amplitude which is given by the KH
formula:
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where  is the dipole matrix element between core excited and ground electronic
states,    is the Coulomb matrix element between final and core excited electronic
states and  is the energy of the molecule in its electron-vibrational state  . Here
and hereafter the indices 0, n and m indicate vibrational quantum numbers of the
ground (0), core-excited (c) and final (f) electronic states, respectively. The amplitude

of direct photo-ionization
is neglected below. There are two different
resonant channels that lead to the Auger process. In the so-called ”spectator” channel
the core-excited electron remains in the unoccupied molecular orbital where it was
excited (Fig.3.1, right panel). The final state of the ”spectator” process is a double-hole
state. The second possible alternative is given by the ”participator” process when the
core-excited electron returns to its initial molecular orbital, filling the hole. The final
state in this case is a single-hole state (Fig.3.1, left panel).
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3.1.1 Franck-Condon principle
Originating in the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation which states that ”fast”
electronic coordinates and ”slow” nuclear coordinates can be separated and thereby
that the nuclei move on so-called potential surfaces, the Franck-Condon (FC) principle postulates that the internuclear distance is constant during ”vertical” electronic
transitions. Due to the FC principle the transition matrix elements are factorized:
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For potential surfaces non-shifted with respect to internuclear distance, the FC principle gives only one line in the absorption spectrum corresponding to transitions between the vibrational ground states. However, one faces more often the opposite
situation when the potential surfaces differ, giving rise to vibrational structure of
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of nonradiative RXS.
the corresponding electronic transition (electronic-vibrational band). The intensity
of transitions between vibrational levels of given electronic states is proportional to
the FC factor,
, which is a squared overlap between the non-orthogonal vibrational wave-functions of the excited and ground states.
It is necessary to note that in X-ray spectroscopy of symmetrical systems the BO
approximation breaks down rather often because of the strong degeneracy of the core
shells 23 39 with subsequent localization of the core-hole states.
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3.2 RPE spectral shape versus scattering duration
The dynamics of RXS depends on the duration of scattering 40 . Contrary to pumpprobe techniques the scattering duration sets the timing of the scattering process with
a continuum wave light source. The duration of the scattering process
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acts effectively
as a camera
shutter with variable shutter speed which  depends on the



detuning,
, from the nominal resonance energy, where
.
One of the most important applications of the duration concept is the transition to the
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region of the fast RXS (large
), where the RXS profile coincides with the spectral
shape of the direct photoemission process 23 . Indeed, the scattering amplitude is proportional
to the FC amplitude between ground and final vibrational states for large

:
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Here ¤ is the vibrational broadening of the photoabsorption resonance.

3.2.1 Ultrafast controllable X-ray shutter
It is well-known fact that many, if not most, core electron excited states experience a
strong coupling to the vibrational motion and even dissociation. Hence, short-time
dynamics tend to appear with a strong competition between the nuclear and electronic processes. The coupling to the nuclear motion is observed in modern resonant
experiments involving scattering of either phonons or electrons. The X-ray shutter
(Sec.3.2) provides a concept that makes it possible to select in time between the nuclear and electronic processes 41 42 43 44 45 46 .
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Figure 3.2: A comparison of the experimentally determined molecular fraction
(points) determined by a fitting of experimental spectra of HF with the result of a
calculation (solid line) based on the duration time concept [see Paper V for details].
When the timescales of dissociation and X-ray scattering are comparable, one talks
about ultra-fast dissociation; one can then observe the decay from both the undissociated molecular compound and the dissociated atomic fragments in one and the same
spectrum 47 48 . Evidently, an adequate theoretical framework to describe dissociation
under core excitation is given by wave packet approach based on solutions of the
non-stationary Schrödinger equation.
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It is instructive to illustrate the ”ultra-fast X-ray shutter” by core excitation to the
dissociative 1s
state of the HF molecule, with forthcoming decay to the final
 
states ,
and
(Fig.3.2). When the scattering duration time (3.4) is large the
nuclear wave packet can reach the region of dissociation, which leads do decay events
that take place both in the ”molecular” and in the ”dissociative” regions. These decay transitions form a broad ”molecular” background and narrow atomic-like peaks.
Apparently, the formation of the atomic-like peak takes longer time compared with
forming of the ”molecular” band. Indeed,
the shortening of the time length of the

shutter (3.4) by increasing the detuning (fast RXS) gives a larger contribution from
the ”molecular” band to the total RPE cross section (Fig.3.2).
The temptation exists to relate the duration time of the scattering to the spectral
, according to the uncertainty relation
. However, in this
resolution,
relation refers to the time of interaction,
, between light and matter, while the
duration time (3.4) refers to the reversible interference discrimination of the large
time contributions in the scattering process and has nothing to do with the time of
interaction. Contrary to the pump-probe pulse technique, the duration time concept
gives unique possibility to make ”snapshots” of physical-chemical processes without
loss of the spectral resolution [see Paper V for details].
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3.2.2 Partial and mean duration times
The simplified equation (3.4) indicates that the scattering duration time is the same
for positive and negative detunings and does not depend on the final state. However,
recent RPE experiments and numerical simulations show the opposite trend. Fig.3.3
demonstrate that the RPE profiles of the
A-state
of the N !molecule start to copy

the profiles of direct photoionization for
eV and
eV. The picture is

different for the B- and X- final
 states [see Paper VI for details].
The main reason
for the -asymmetry is that all photoabsorption resonances lie

. According to the equation (3.4) the RPE process is slow near
in the region of
these resonances, contrary to the off-resonant region
where the scattering is
faster in agreement with the results of the experimental measurements (Fig.3.3).
One of the reasons for the sensitivity of the duration time to the final state is the
competition between the ”resonant” (R) and ”vertical” (V) scattering channels (Fig.3.4,
left panel). The narrow and broad bands on Fig.3.3, left panel, correspond to the R
and V channels, respectively. The magnitude of the scattering amplitude depends on
the competition between the nominator (FC amplitudes) and resonant denominator

the denominator,
,
in  . When is tuned far from the vertical transition,

of 
becomes large. However, the smallness of
is compensated by a
large FC amplitude #"
of the vertical transition. The amplitude of this ”vertical”
channel is given by the fast limit (3.5). One can consider the opposite case,  when the
$"
X-ray photon is in resonance with some core-excited vibrational state
,
(Fig.3.4, left panel). Now the FC factor ,
, is small. However, its smallness is
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Figure 3.3: Experimental and simulated RPE profiles for positive (left panel) and negative (right panel) detunings.
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compensated by the small denominator,
, in  . When increases, the
 scattering
 . The RPE
amplitude, &% , of this ”resonant” channel decreases;
for
some


%
'





 . Clearly,  is sensitive to the
profile is described by the fast limit (3.5) for
final state. Due to this fact the spectral distribution of the duration must depend on
the final state.

â¦

To establish a closer connection between the RPE profile and the dynamics a partial duration time for each final electron-vibrational state is introduced 40 :
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(

(3.6)

To characterize the whole RPE profile one needs a mean duration time:

¼  M ¼ - ,X  X,   . æ  
æ



æ

 æ

(3.7)

Fig.3.4, right panel, shows that the mean duration time correlates with the evolution
of the gross features of the RPE profiles. [see Paper VI for details].
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Figure 3.4: Left panel: Illustration of ”resonant” and ”vertical” scattering channels.
Right panel: Mean duration time.

3.3 Determination of molecular geometry from zeros of
the RPE scattering amplitude
Techniques based on elastic scattering of X-rays or electrons are remarkably powerful to determine geometry of crystals and molecules. Resonant X-ray scattering gives
another opportunity to find internuclear distances. The underlying idea is that the
scattering channels going through the different intermediate quantum states will interfere - contrary to the diffractional technique for which interference is created by
waves scattered on different atoms.

The RPE spectrum of the N molecule under core excitation below resonance (
0) demonstrates an interesting feature, namely an almost complete quenching of
the ”one-phonon” resonance (m = 1) (Fig.3.5). In order to elucidate the main physics
it is appropriate to consider the scattering process in a one-phonon approximation,
 and 
which means that shifts of equilibrium distances, 
are small

compared to the amplitude of vibrations
32 ( is the reduced mass and 2
is the vibrational frequency which is assumed to be the same for all the states). Due to
this approximation and the negative detuning it is sufficient to take into account only
two interfering channels,
(phonon created in emission) and
(phonon created in absorption):
54
54
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the interference suppression of the one-phonon final state
[see Paper VII].
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The lifetime broadening is neglected here since
one phonon approximation the amplitude reads
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in the studied region. In the



d=X2  77   Ô U

(3.9)
d=T2 L

  µ , and the definition of dimensionless
The identity, 7   .87   97   é©  dS©  ã

  µ , 7     ©  d«©  ã  µ as well as the average
displacements, 7   ù£©  d«©  ã
 =  .=  ã ü , were used here. Due to destructive
vibrational frequency, =V2 Ì w=X .
interference
the two scattering channels cancel each other, Ä~¾ , when the detuning

is ;:  =X<
 7   ã 7   . This condition of suppression of the ”one-photon resonance”


opens up a new possibility to determine the equilibrium bond distance for the core
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excited state from the measured zero of the scattering amplitude:

;:



2

© i
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(3.10)


According to Eq.(3.10)  can
be determined with high precision if ;: can be mea
sured with an accuracy of ;:
meV or better which is feasible [see Papers VII
and VIII for details].

Ûï P ¾

3.4 Electron Doppler effect
It is widely known that thermal motion of molecules in the gas phase causes a socalled photon Doppler broadening of photoabsorption profiles. Similarly, the photoelectron spectrum can undergo a line broadening due to an electron Doppler effect. Both effects are small in the soft X-ray region because of the small value of the
molecular thermal velocity. It is much easier to observe the electron Doppler effect
in RPE spectra of dissociating molecules due to the high velocity of the dissociating
fragments 49 50 (Fig.3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Classification of Doppler effects
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In order to describe the effect one has to express the energy and momentum conservation laws for atom A which is ionized after expelling an Auger electron:

6¥  . =?> µ ³ > ~¥  6 . =@> µ B³ >A  .0¥ = >DC$>  = >EC >A .S<-
(3.11)
Ñ  ã µ is the electron kinetic energy, < is the Auger electron momentum,
where ¥ 
6
6
and ¥  and ¥  are the energies of the molecular core-excited and final states, re-

spectively, in the region of dissociation.
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Figure 3.7: Left panel: Illustration of the electron Doppler effect for O : Experiment 51 .
Right panel: Illustration of the electron Doppler effect for O : Simulations [Paper IX].



The possibility to represent the conservation laws for only one fragment of the
molecular system originates in the negligibly small interaction energy of the disso>GF  =?> >
ciation fragments compared to their kinetic energies,
. Working out
the system (3.11) one obtains the following result:



¥®«= 6  .

C$H

< > 
¢W<Zd µ =@

³ ãµ

(3.12)

where the third term on the right-hand side is a small recoil energy which can be
neglected. The simple estimation gives an approximate value of the Doppler shift of
0.1-0.5 eV (kinetic energy release is about 1-10 eV) which is measurable. The Doppler
splitting is observed under a parallel geometry of the experiment 51 52 53 46 (Fig.3.7),
thus when the polarization vector of incident photons is parallel to the momenta of
the Auger electrons. In this case the core-excited molecules are aligned along the
polarization vector under
excitation and the products of dissociation move

P° ¸ ´ 
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parallel to the polarization vector. For the perpendicular geometry of the Auger electron momenta and the polarization vector one observes a single atomic peak instead
of a pair of them (Fig.3.7).

3.4.1 Doppler interference in homonuclear diatomics
The perpendicular geometry peak, originating from decay in the atomic fragments,
can be asymmetric and structured due to the Doppler effect and interference of two
indistinguishable scattering channels 49 :
K
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A clear physical picture of interference narrowing can be obtained as follows from
Fig.3.8. The interference term takes its maximum value when the Auger electron is
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of Doppler interference
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emitted perpendicularly to the molecular axis: M )N
The uncertainty
PO
!Q
relation implies that M is known with accuracy MSRUT
. This angular
uncertainty leads to a Doppler shift uncertainty which is nothing else than the width
of the narrow structure:

¤  Ñ ³WVXZY [QTã µ dS¤ M x  Ñ ³ ¤

M\R

Ñ³
Ñ©

(3.13)

A somewhat more sophisticated consideration of the interference term in the cross
section, including orientational averaging, leads to the following estimate of the ratio
of the interference and direct contributions to the cross section 49 :

´ J N þ Ñ '¤ ¥ µ a c7 b
´^] `J _ D ¨  © Ñ ³  ? 
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Ñ
 © Ñ³ U

(3.14)
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¨ F

¤'¥  ¥ d=

y

  5f .
Here ed is the spherical Bessel function of zero order and
Equation (3.14) shows that the width of the substructure on the top of a Doppler
broadened atomic peak is given by the ratio of the Doppler shift and the diffractional
parameter (3.13). The relative contribution of the supernarrow peak or dip to the total
g
profile is:
Za cb
ihkj
(3.15)
^] `_
g
hlj
g
0.1, while it is almost negThe effect is significant for molecular oxygen, where
nm
ligible for the SF molecule,
10 . It is relevant to mention that such a strong
non-Lorentzian behaviour of the substructure on the top of the Doppler broadened
atomic-like contribution (Fig.3.7) can be traced to the interplay between dissociation
on the gerade and the ungerade final states [see Paper IX].

´
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3.4.2 Polyatomic molecules
The Doppler effect in polyatomic molecules has its own intrinsic features. To be specific, we consider resonant photoemission (RPE) of an SF molecule with the frequency of the X-ray photon tuned near the 
photoabsorption resonance.
;o
The general structure of the RPE cross section reads:

4@p
´ ¥t@=3x
 8

P° ¸
"



F VkXsY Ñ M r  VXZY M    VXZY M ®ku<Í¢ C 
u
£¤'¥Çd ³tVkXsY M   . 
where the interference term, which is small for SF  , is neglected. Here 
M rY q  M

(3.16)

is the polarization factor and  is the Coulomb matrix element of the Auger decay. The velocity
C
of the dissociating fluorine atom depends on the detuning due to the energy conservation for the whole scattering process:


$v
v
wv "
(3.17)

µ
³  ·  Þ dr¤'¥. 
÷
"
where v  ¥  ©  2dv¥  5fy is the released energy at the vertical photoabsorption
transition;
the detuning is defined relative to the frequency of the vertical transition:

Â=vdS= "  ; = "  é¥  ©  2d«¥  £©   . ·Û ÷ = ãØ÷é. =  is the reduced mass; m

and M are the masses of the dissociating fluorine atom and the remaining part of the
molecule.
Model 1. Many center dissociation
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It is illustrative to consider dissociation of SF under core excitation of atom F . Let us
denote the probability of dissociation of the core excited atom F with x . Apparently,
the probability to detect one of the other five F atoms dissociating is
. The
yx

transition dipole moment of photoabsorption
is parallel to the bond z
0o

{

P° ¸
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¢{ 

 . Let us mark this bond by label { . The probability of this bond rapture is the
product of the probability of the photoabsorption e
and the probability of the
bond rapture, |8} , (see Fig.3.9 A)

n}3¡en¢ { u  

Þ





P d<x
|8}3
. x
y

VkXZY $~ w
| }

(3.18)

We omit here an unessential multiplier and take into account that along the  z 
axis we have two atoms which dissociate with the probabilities x
and x . The

|8}
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Figure 3.9: Many-center dissociation of the SF molecule in core excited or in final
states.

vdyzÍdy  axis (see Fig.3.9 B) is
 ~ VkXsY  â |Éµ Ò YPq  $~
$
(3.19)

probability of the bond rapture perpendicular to the 

Ø Òâ®e ¢ { u   |ÉÒS VXZY  ~ ] |ÌÒS YPq 
P
Noting that |ÌÒrý dx>ã we find the total probability of bond rapture to be

P P
µ
C
È
'c}T.S Ò  ü .rä , en¢ u &Ê  äm exd P 
(3.20)

 P µ
where ,  dF3¡£üd d ã is the Legendre polynomial.
54
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Model 2. Anisotropy of dissociation along z 

ä

bond

The anisotropy of dissociation (deviation of from 2) can occur also because of ”onecenter” dissociation along the z ? bond. During dissociation along this bond the
core excited F atom propagates in a bound potential
in the cross direction to
C
the z 8
bond. The reason of some deviation of the dissociation path from the
bond direction O is that the
potential becomes more and more shallow for larger
and F starts to move above the dissociation threshold in the perpendicular
5z 
direction. Let us denote the probability of the deviation of the ions from the bond
C
direction O with |
u tO u . One can show that this mechanism relates the anisotropy
parameter in eq.(3.20)

Sd 
©Ó d  
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¤  4 "   |   
(3.21)
8
7"
C
to the mean cosine of the deviation angle N P O .
 Ion yield anisotropy. Expression (3.20) can be applied directly only to the angular
distribution of ions relative to the light polarization. The ion current é is ë
C
P
  È .rä , e ¢ u &Ê .
 RPE anisotropy. Resonant Auger scattering is a different process. Contrary to
äÌü¤  d P 

the ion current measurements, the angle between the polarization vector and the
VkX  Y0 . We have to average
momentum of the Auger electron is now fixed: [ u
the function (3.20) over rotations of relative to making use of the general formula
for such an averaging:
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u

¢  u 

VX  Yr

(3.22)

The final result of this averaging of eq.(3.20) reads

P
(3.23)
' ü È P S
. ä ,  e ¢</u  ,  u<Z¢ C u &Ê
 Caution: The probability x is different for ion yield measurements and for RPE.
þ ü)ã , deviates considerably from 1, because the
In the first case this probability, x
molecule dissociates mainly in the final states. The probability, x , is almost equal to
P dxFIã mean the probabilities of
1 in the case of RPE. Indeed in this case x and

the dissociation of   and  atoms with the ejection of the Auger electron from  

and  atoms, respectively. The decay rate of the second process is weak (one order
of magnitude smaller) because the corresponding Coulomb integral is of two-center
character. This means that the anisotropy parameter is
in the measurements
of the ion current 54 , and it is
in the case of RPE [see Paper X].
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3.4.3 Role of the orientation of the transition dipole moment relative to the bond

ä

{

Another reason of the deviation of the anisotropy parameter from 2 can be nonparallelity of and O . For example, in the case of the CF  molecule the first broad
(dissociative ) photoabsorption band of FK absorption is formed by two transitions

and 
. The transition dipole moment is parallel to the bond di. However the angle between and O is B for 
.
rection O for 
So we have to consider the general case with arbitrary orientations of and O .
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Figure 3.10: Averaging over rotations of
to .

<

{

relative to O

¢{ 

{

and the rotations of

relative

{

We have to average e u
over orientations of relative to O and the orientations
of relative to (see Fig.3.10) because the angle between and O is fixed as well as
VkX  Y0 , e
VkX  Yr . Making use of Eq.(3.22)
O
the angle between and :
we obtain
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with the anisotropy parameter
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3.4.4 Anisotropy of the decay amplitude

Ä z Ü P ° æ \ J |

Another source of anisotropy is the dependence of the decay amplitude (Coulomb
¡
 ¡ ¡
integral) 
on VkXZY M ¢u £O u . Due to chaotical orientations of molecules

V
Z
X
Y
M are presented in  . In the SF molecule fluorine 2s and
only even powers of
2p orbitals contribute to the molecular orbitals
and . This leads to the following
structure of  :

VkXsY M
VkXZY M


7 ,
(3.25)
,

The anisotropy parameters and 7 are smaller in the region of dissociation where the
decay takes place in an almost free, spherically symmetric atom. However, we know
that the atomic peak is formed due to the decay transition at the distance
which is often quite small due to the short lifetime of core excited state.
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3.4.5 Experiment: SF ¤ molecule



The Auger Doppler effect has been recently observed for the polyatomic molecule SF
[see Paper X and Fig.3.11]. The RPE spectrum of SF reveals an unusual flat structure
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Figure 3.11: Doppler profiles of the atomic-like Auger line emitted in the direction
parallel and perpendicular to the electric vector.
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of the Doppler profile for
. A thorough theoretical analysis and computations
of the cross sections (3.16) explain this effect by anisotropy of dissociation (3.23) and
decay (3.25).

<

3.5 Coherent enhancement of the Stokes doubling effect
As is well established now the RXS profile depends sensitively on the spectral func
tion of incident radiation . To study this dependence it is illustrative to discuss resonant photoemission (RPE) for a three-level system 23 (see Fig.3.12, left panel). The
RPE cross section then reads:

±

´ ¥=3x ´ ¤Z¥ÇdÌ=      £¥Çdm=m.â=  p 
(3.26)
 

 ãQ È  .   Ê and  . Here ¥ is the
that is, a product of the Lorentzian ¤Z  j
energy of the Auger electron, =  ¦¥Ä¥  dS¥e . All unessential constants are collected
in ´  .
3.5.1 Stokes doubling effect
The two multipliers in (3.26) introduce two resonant features in the RPE cross section:

¥¡=   
 ¥¡=ÉdÌ=   U

(3.27)

The first equation in (3.27), which holds for off-resonant photoemission, results in
a non-dispersive or non-Raman (NR) peak in the photoelectron spectrum. The second resonance follows the linear or Raman (R) dispersion. Such a doubling of the
RPE profile constitutes the Stokes doubling (SD) effect 55 56 which takes place when
the narrow spectral function has quite long tails. The first experimental evidence
of the SD effect, given by the RPE spectrum of Kr 57 , demonstrated a rather small
NR component. However, when the so-called vibrational collapse occurs, depending
on mutual geometry of the ground, core-excited and final potential surfaces, the NR
component can be essentially enhanced.

3.5.2 Role of stray light and nuclear dynamics
In current experiments the spectral function of the incident radiation is formed by the
monochromator and consists of two parts (Fig.3.12, right panel):

±

w=âdm= §  § /. ± ¨ w=rdm= ¨  ¨  ±
(3.28)
±
§
§
§
 §
- a narrow monochromator line
=
r
m
d
=


with the width
(a typical value
þ ý¾ meV) and peak position = § , and a broad stray light distribution  ¨ w=mdK= ¨  ¨ 
¨
with maximum at = . The stray light is caused by diffuse scattering of dispersive
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Figure 3.12: Left panel: Schematic figure illustrating the formation of Raman (R) and
non-Raman (NR) features in resonant X-ray Raman scattering experiments. Right
panel: Schematic figure illustrating two qualitatively different detunings relative to
in N ,
the adiabatic 0 - 0 transition of the N
Q photoabsorption resonance
®
namely the detuning of the monochromatized
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dei¯
tuning of the undulator harmonic .
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optical elements and is proportional to the spectral distribution of a certain undulator
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harmonic with the width HWHM
(a typical value
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Apparently,
results in dispersive R peak, while
gives a non-dispersive NR
¨
¨
;°
peak (Fig.3.12, left panel) [NR peak starts to disperse when
]. Such
a doubling of the RPE profile is nothing else than the SD effect. At first sight, the
NR peak should be extremely small with respect to the R band. Indeed, the relative
i¨
¨ i§
§

intensity of the stray light is very low - due to the
high degree of monochromatization which is a characteristic for state-of-the-art spectral setups. Nevertheless, the experiment studying the N molecule [see Paper XI]
§
shows an anomalous enhancement of the NR peak when
is tuned far from the
resonant frequency of the vertical transition (Fig.3.13). In this case the non-Raman
band is enhanced due to vibrational collapse. The essence of this effect consists in
the following: The A-final state potential, 
, of N has approximately the same
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Figure 3.13: A) Experiment: The singly-ionized final states of N , measured at five
±Q resonance. The A-state
different excitation energies in the vicinity of the N
non-Raman line (”A-state Stokes line”) disperses as a function of photon energy on
the binding energy scale as marked by a dashed line. B) Theory.
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equilibrium bond distance as the core excited, 
, state potential. It is instructive
 §
to consider first only monochromatic excitation,
. Because of the similar 

and
the decay of the core excited state occurs with conservation of vibrational
. This means a collapse of all the vibrational decay
quantum number:
transitions
to
a
single
strong
resonance
when is tuned near the vertical transition
!
(
). Here is the effective width of the photoabsorption band. The situation
is inverted when
is large. In this case the spectral profile experiences a large vibrational broadening because it coincides with the profile of direct photoionization to
the final state 44 58
. This trend is clearly seen on Fig.3.13. In this context the
i¨
shape of the NR band induced by stray light,
, can be understood as follows. Be¨
cause of the width of
the
stray
light
is
in
resonance
with the molecular transition
 
¨
in a broad region,
. The picture looks very
similar
to the above considered

monochromatic excitation in the resonant region,
: Coherent transitions from
all core excited vibrational levels have the same transition frequencies and therefore
 ¨
they collapse to one resonance with enhanced intensity. This means that
induces
 §
a single strong resonance contrary to
which gives a broad RPE profile with low
peak intensity. As conclusion one can say that the smallness of the stray light intensity
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is compensated by the coherent vibrational enhancement of the decay.
The picture is inverted for the X final state with similar potentials of the ground
and final states. The stray light induces a broad and
 weak RPE band, contrary to
the monochromatic light which creates for a large
a single resonance (collapse
effect 44 58 ) [see Paper XI for details].
In general, the relative intensity of a non-Raman component is strongly related to
the energy tuning of the undulator harmonic with respect to the selected monochromator line, demonstrating that the intensity of the Stokes line can be drastically decreased relative to the intensity of the Raman band by an adequate undulator tuning.

3.6 Role of collisional dephasing on RXS spectra (doubling of RXS resonances)
Another reason for non-Raman dispersion in RXS is discussed in this section, namely,
the impact broadening of spectral lines (Sec.2.1.3) caused by the interaction with
buffer particles. This interaction changes qualitatively the physics of the X-ray scattering. The dephasing results in an additional, two-step, scattering contribution to
O1S
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Figure 3.14: Radiative RXS from liquid H CO near the first O1s 2b X-ray absorption resonance.
the RXS cross section, which interferes with the Raman one-step channel and which
shows a nondispersive behaviour. This leads to a doubling of the spectral lines by
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detuning the excitation frequency away from resonance (Fig.3.14). The relative intensity of the non-dispersive component can be large in solutions where the dephasing rate ( 0.01 - 0.1 eV) becomes comparable with the lifetime broadening of the
core-excited state. The physics behind this effect is as follows: According to wellestablished theory collisionless RXS constitutes a coherent one-step process. When
the resonant molecule has time to collide with other particles during
the ”memory” between the emission and absorption events is lost 59 60 . Therefore the scattering
process behaves partly as a two-step process with independent absorption and emission steps [see Paper XII for details].

¦

 7"

3.7 Resonant photoemission of polymers (role of electron-phonon interaction)
Thin films of organic conjugated polymers are of strategic relevance for novel optoelectronic devices. The semi-conducting 1D polymer poly(para-phenylenevinylene),
or PPV is a prime example, and has been studied the photoelectron spectroscopy with
nondispersive binding energies (BE) of the resonances. Recently ”participator” RPE
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Figure 3.15: The scheme of the participator resonant photoemission (left panel) and
the band structure of PPV (right panel). In general, ¶·k¸s¹»º¼¾½\¿ÁÀ , where º is the
angle between Â and PPV axis, À is reciprocal lattice vector.
spectra of PPV have been measured. The spectra map the same valence bands ÃGÄ and
ÃÅ (Fig.3.15) as in the case of photoelectron spectroscopy. The experiment displays
two participator peaks Æ ÇÉÈÊÌËÍÃÏ»Î Ð Ã^Ä ËÒÑÔÓÖÕ and Æ ÇÉÈÊ Ë×ÃØÙÎ Ð ÃÅÌËÒÑÔÓÖÕ plotted in
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Fig.3.16. Contrary to photoelectron spectra, RPE spectra reveal a qualitative distinction of the peak dispersions for Q m and Q^ valence bands (Fig.3.16). It is tempting to
explain this effect by the conservation of the electronic momentum. However, the momentum conservation law, Ú VkXZY M , relates only momenta of the valence electron,
, and of the Auger electron, Û , but not and Ü (Fig.3.15). Accounting for only the
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Figure 3.16: Left panel: RPE spectra for photon energies in the vicinity of the C(1s)
core level threshold. Right panel: Binding energy versus detuning. The simulated
dispersions of the peaks Q m and Q^ are depicted by solid lines. The experimental data
are marked by filled and by empty circles for the Q m and Q^ peaks, respectively.
momentum conservation leads to Raman dispersion of the Qn band, that contradicts
the measurements (Fig.3.16). This fact brings us to the second mechanism which can
explain the experiment The band structures shown in Fig.3.15 tell that the Q Ý band
is the delocalized one contrary to Q which is a localized band. It is reasonable to
assume that the vibrational broadening of the photoabsorption transition is smaller
ßQ channel which corresponds to the core excitation from localized
for the Þ
shell to the localized Q band. The computations based on this idea show qualitative
agreement with the measurements [see Fig.3.16 and Paper XIII for details].
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Summary of results
This thesis contains a collection of results obtained during my PhD studies in the
fields of nonlinear optics and resonant X-ray Raman scattering. The following main
results closely related to different experiments have been obtained:

1. Nonlinear optics.





The off-resonant two-step two-photon absorption (TPA) process is found
to give the main contribution to the TPA cross section of long laser pulses
propagating in solutions. The simulations carried out as well as the analysis of recent experiments with long pulses showed that the measurements
of the TPA cross section are often being performed in the regime of strong
saturation. This means that the conventional extrapolation to zero intensity can not give the correct value of the TPA cross section in such cases.





The nonlinear wave equation for two limiting cases of long- and shortpulse excitations is solved. The developed theory is applied to the study
of nonlinear propagation of a light pulse through a two-photon active
medium, taking into account the influence of both pulse duration and saturation effects on its absorbing capacity. A good agreement between computed and measured TPA cross sections is obtained.
A strict theory based on a Fourier expansion of the density matrix is developed beyond the rotatory wave approximation, aiming to solve coupled
nonlinear Maxwell’s and density matrix equations. The traditional expansion of the nonlinear polarization in a Taylor series over powers of the
electrical field strength is found to be inadequate for a correct description
of propagation of intense laser pulses. The developed theory is capable to
account for multi-photon excitations of any order and for various saturation effects.
The dynamic theory, mentioned above, is coded and applied to modeling
of the three-photon absorption induced amplified stimulated emission of
43
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a dissolved organic chromophore. It is demonstrated that three-photon
absorption is strongly influenced by saturation.



The calculations show that the efficiency of upconverted lasing is maximal
for an active medium with a considerably smaller dimension than earlier
expected. It is found that lasing starts noticeably earlier than when the
pumped level is depleted and that the delay between the stimulated emission and pump pulses is not directly related to the lifetime of the pumped
level.
Resonant three-photon and off-resonant one-photon pumping mechanisms
are proven to be competing processes for a given chromophore. This competition is very sensitive to the pump intensity and to the homogeneous
broadening.

2. Resonant X-ray scattering.





The concept of the scattering duration is generalized to explicitly treat the
overall manifold of interfering core excited states. This enables to carry out
a detailed temporal analysis of scattering measurements. Computations of
the partial and mean duration times displayed a strong sensitivity of these
quantities to the final electron-vibrational states.

  P



An almost complete interference quenching of the final state vibrational
resonance A A
in the resonant photoemission (RPE) spectrum of N
is observed. The one-phonon model gives a simple relation between the
bond distance of the core excited state and the detuning corresponding to
this quenching. It gives a new possibility to derive the equilibrium geometry from the quantum interference.





Ab initio simulations of the Auger Doppler effect were performed for the
first time. A narrow interference hole on top of the Doppler broadened
resonance of molecular oxygen is predicted.
A strong dependence of the Auger Doppler effect on the detuning in the
RPE spectra of SF and CF molecules is found. This effect is related to the
anisotropy of dissociation and decay.





It is shown that undulator stray light, diffusely scattered by the optical system of a synchrotron beamline, can play an important role in the formation
of high-resolution RPE spectra. The influence of the stray light is mediated
through the Stokes doubling effect. An anomalously strong enhancement
of the Stokes doubling effect for the A-state of the N molecule is found
and proven to occur due to vibrational collapse of the A-band into a single line. The results show the necessity to control the stray light to avoid
misinterpretation of RPE spectra. It is shown that the manifestation of the
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stray light contribution is very sensitive to the relative location of the potentials of the final, core-excited and ground states.
A theory for resonant Auger and radiative X-ray Raman scattering from
dense gases and solutions is proposed, showing a breakdown of the conventional Kramers-Heisenberg formula and a splitting of the resonances
into dispersive and nondispersive components.
A theory for RPE spectra of polymers is developed. It is shown that the
spectral profile is very sensitive to the band dispersion and to electronphonon interaction which strongly influences the dispersion relation for
the RPE resonances.
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